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by groves of Norfolk and Australian pines, Keaiwa 
located on Aiea Heights overlooking Pearl Harbor. 

Within a state park and forest reserve area, the site is access 
ible by roads leading to within about 40' of the structure. 
Adjacent to the structure itself is a small herb garden contain 
ing several of the trees and herbs used by the medical practi 
tioners, kahuna lapa 1 au, of ancient Hawaii. -^

Keaiwa Heiau was once a medical/school, a temple for the gods
who guided tHe kahuna lapa'au jimd a gateway guarding"the medic 
inal herbs used in treating illness and disease among the 
Hawaiians. The structure was first adequately described in,1933 
bvj McAllister: /^

"A small rectangular structure, 100 feet by 160 feet, of one 
terrace witti low surrounding walls. The only definite 
feature within the inclosure is a short low stone wall 
running parallel with the sides. The "wall's average " 
about 4 feet in height and about 5 feet wide and are 
evenly faced with one-foot stones with a rubble fill. 
A §mall outerstep or terrace on the southwest corner 
may have formerly have been an entrance.(Since the 
surrounding area was once under cultivation, any ad 
joining features were obliterated. The slope west of 
the heiau must have eroded very rapidly after being 
plowed, for that wall has almost completely destroyed 
by the large amount of soil that has washed over and into 
the heiau. The great number of loose stones lying on the 
whole of the west end would indicate former platforms 
or terraces. The heiau faces south, overlooking Puuloa. 
Thrum notes that it was erected in the time of Kakuhihewa 
with Keaiwa for priest."

McAllister's ground plan and perspective sketch are included on a 
continuation sheet. As he indicates, there seems to have been 
some reduction of the original scope of the heiau and there are 
reports that some of the stones were removed for road building 
in World War II by military personnel. Still, there remains 
enough of the structure for a clear picture of the nature of the 
site. In 1951 the heiau was cleared of hau and other brush but 
no reconstruction was undertakien and the site remains essential 
ly as described by McAllister. On November 15, 1951 Keaiwa 
Heiau was rededicated in traditional ceremonies led by Kahuna 
Lapa'au Kamakaokalanikapiliokomoku and two other direct descend 
ants of Hawaii's highest chiefs. Present as honored guests were 
representatives of modern medicine, then meeting in Hawaii for 
the Pan-Pacific Surgical Congress.
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Medicine

Hawaii stands alone as the only group within Polynesia to step 
beyond superstitio^ treatment of disease and illness; the only 
place where heiau lapa'au, temples of healing, were constructed 
and where kahuna lapa'au, master craftsmen? In the healing arts, 
were trained to administer to the needs of ffie' pe^6p>le7" nfte"n" 
this process took twenty years as the young novices followed dally 
the activities of the kahuna lapa'au. Selected for their kind 
and gentle dispositions, the novices were sent to live with the 
kahuna and learn by example and teaching the more than 300 herb 
useful in treating the varied ills of the populace. Identifi 
cation, method of selection, preparation of the medication, the 
chants to be used each step of the way...all these had to be 
learned before the young novice could be considered competent 
to treat on his own. Following this portion of training, some 
were sent on to other cehtefs f6r advanced "training in diagnoses 
ji"n~d specialized treatments. (Larsen 1951)

While two other heiau lapa'au are located on Oahu, they are 
relatively unknown and inaccessible. Keaiwa's location within 
a State Park makes it accessible to the general public and 
should provide opportunity for more extensive interpretation 
than is now offered. While there is little that is structural!^ 
unique about this heiau as compared to others on this island, 
it is significant as the single representative of its functiona!. 
class now available to the public. With the small herb garden 
adjacent, the structure provides a nucleus for presenting the 
story of Hawaii's singular achievment in the field of medical 
arts in the Pacific.
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